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The coronavirus responsible for the pandemic was a designer virus, a combination of the classic 
coronaviruses and HIV. 
The germ is therefore designed to give us all an AIDS-like disease. 
AIDS / HIV is a disease that does not cause any symptoms in itself, but causes a general 
suppression of the immune system. 
What people then fall ill with and die from are the secondary diseases that spread within us 
because our immune system doesn't work. 

The legacy of COVID, and potentiating the legacy of vaccination, is a global damage to the immune 
system that is now making it possible for people to get all the diseases they have had before, but in 
an exacerbated form. 

This includes: Lyme disease, chronic fatigue, Epstein-Barr virus (causes lymphoma, breast cancer, 
chronic fatigue), Coxsackie virus (causes heart failure, chronic fatigue, brain fog), reactivation of 
streptococci in the lymphatic area in the throat, an inability of our detoxification enzymes to work 
properly. 

COVID is designed to make it look like people got sick "naturally" (that the cancer comes 
"naturally" because it was already "waiting" anyway). 
There is no disease symptom that is directly caused by COVID, there is no specific key symptom 
for COVID. 

Infection with the germ is worldwide - except for a few small tribes in the Amazon that have not been 
exposed to it. 
99.99% of the germ is in us humans. There 

are 2 types of people: 

Those who were acutely ill with COVID and had a strong acute immune response (some died from 
their own immune response, but most survived this infection) are less likely to have long-term 
damage, have curable damage (certain late damage in the lungs and blood vessels that can be 
healed). 

It's particularly bad for other people who have had no immune response to this infection, who say 
about themselves: "I've never had COVID." And yet these people develop diseases such as 
cancer, autoimmune diseases, ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, myocarditis, chronic neck pain, 
chronic migraines - which they never had before or only very mildly and now massively. Because 
these people refuse COVID treatment and therefore cannot be helped. They carry a virus that is 
biologically active, reproduces and largely causes further damage to the immune system. These 
are the people who are often most affected in the long term. It's the women who are fertile but still 
can't have children, it's the people with chronic gastrointestinal problems that they didn't have 
before, people with sudden kidney failure, with chronic neck pain or massive hip pain. With the 
autonomic response test (ART, muscle test to determine whether the energetic parts of the 
autonomic nervous system are capable of regulation or blocked), it is determined in these people 
that these tissue areas are richly infested with coronaviruses, which have found their place in the 
system here and have submerged the immune system below this threshold of perceptibility and 
have spread so "cleverly and intelligently" that the immune system has not noticed. In the areas of 
the body where the virus "takes over" in terms of numbers and activity, the immune system 
"notices" it and it then looks like an orthopaedic disease, like shoulder pain or jaw pain or the 



Eyes get worse (glaucoma, cataracts, macular degeneration) and then you blame it on age and 
don't think about corona. 

Separate from this is the issue of spike proteins. 
Not only for vaccinated people, but also for unvaccinated people, these are as in 
The spike proteins produced in "human factories" are catastrophically bad, causing various types of 
damage at different sites. 

Studies in vaccinated people show that there has been no reduction in this excessive 
formation of deadly spike proteins in the last 2 years since vaccination began. 
This means: 1x vaccinated = permanent spike protein producer 

Spike protein-producing organs are the liver, the genitals in men and women and the spleen. 

An additional burden in vaccinated people is the graphene oxide or graphenoids, these self-
organising carbon compounds and factories that are self-replicating. The graphene oxide seeks 
out further carbon atoms from the environment of the human body into which it has been injected 
and builds itself very large tissue networks, which clog the blood vessels and are later found 
during the autopsy of the dead. 

Toxic phosphorus lipoids were used to produce the vaccine. These phosphorlipids are exclusively 
responsible for the severe myocarditis in vaccinated people. The supply of good phosphorlipoids 
is important for treatment (Mycophos in England; Biopure is a liquid that is taken by the teaspoon 
twice a day for acute illness). 

https://www.biopure.eu/nahrungsergaenzungen/lipide/319548/liposorb 

We know from Pfizer that messenger RNA has been incorporated into the vaccine, sequences that 
change the personality and thinking of vaccinated people. 
This complete denial of obvious facts and connections is built into this RNA sequence. We know 
that the behaviour of humans and animals can be controlled with messenger RNA sequences. 
Messenger RNA sequences were built into the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines, not in Astrazeneca 
and the other vaccines. 
The enormous psychological and spiritual change in these vaccinated people can be observed. 
The ability to pray or meditate is completely blocked in vaccinated people and with it their spiritual 
connection to their higher self (as Rudolf Steiner predicted). 
In vaccinated people, a violation of the energetic immune system (defence/protection on the 
spiritual level) has occurred. In vaccinated people and sometimes also in people with severe Covid 
cases, cracks are recognisable in the aura to which entities/demons from the spiritual world (can) 
dock and these people are then psychologically completely confused and changed. This 
inoculation has created a convergence of these dark parts of the spiritual world and our physical 
world. More and more people are affected by this unhealed on the other level (deceased people 
who could not continue on their path towards healing). 
Vaccination has completely distorted people's perception. They can no longer perceive the 
obvious. 
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This raises the question for us scientists as to what the evolutionary advantage of this event might 
be. 

https://www.biopure.eu/nahrungsergaenzungen/lipide/319548/liposorb
https://www.vedicinals.com/de/vedicinals-9/


For people who have not been vaccinated: be careful, be careful, be careful. 
If you have not been vaccinated and have no symptoms, you should check very honestly and 
thoroughly whether you really have no symptoms and whether there is really nothing that was not 
there before and is now slowly developing: back pain, forgetfulness, brain fog, eye problems, 
tinnitus, jaw joint problems, difficulty swallowing, stomach problems, loss of libido, erectile 
dysfunction. 
Myocarditis also occurs in non-vaccinated people, but in a much reduced form. 

Unvaccinated people are much easier to treat, but hidden diseases can often be found in the tissue. 
Within 2 years post-Covid, the incidence of cancer and chronic neurological diseases also 
increased in unvaccinated people, although not as extremely as in vaccinated people. 

The intentions of the virus are, on the one hand, to make people infertile and, on the other, to control 
the human will so that we give up our own will. 
The only way we can fight it is not with our own will, but by first treating and paralysing the virus. 
Then our own will will come through again. 
The virus is like a radio station that is built into us and constantly sends out this signal: 
"Everything is fine. Don't put up a fight. Look in the newspaper and see what's true." 

Biotech and Pfizer are under the control of the US Department of Defence (DOD), which is under 
the control of the CIA, which is under the control of a few families who also own the press and all 
the media. 
The vaccination itself is the chip that is implanted in people, which integrates into their DNA and 
changes them. 

In Germany there is the world's leading laboratory Arminlabs for immunodiagnostics (immune 
panels, panel with 12 immune factors) 
In acute Covid, the following increase: interleukin 6, coagulation factor D-dimers, ferritin. 
With chronic Covid, there are many factors that can be slightly different for each person affected - 
the virus is specially designed so that there are no standardised parameters, no standardised 
diagnostic tool. 



Recommendation: 
Minimal treatment for 2 years 

in chronic or subacute form: 

These viruses are excreted via the liver, the bile ducts and the intestines - not via the kidneys. 
It is therefore important that the detoxification pathway from the liver to the bile ducts to the 
intestines is cleared by liver-bile cleansing (according to Andreas Moritz), liver compresses 
with castor oil, coffee enemas (intestinal cleansing). 

Support for the liver with liver tincture from Biopure with artichoke extract, broccoli sprout 
extract (removes plastic particles and non-metallic toxins and agrochemicals from the body), also 
with alpha-lipoic acid, glutathione 
Liver remedy from Biopure with dandelion tincture (dandelion has an enormous effect on the 
detoxification of spike proteins via the liver). Dandelion breaks down the spike proteins so that they 
can no longer dock to the cell. 

Binding agent for these spike protein fragments so that they cannot be reabsorbed in the 4 metre 
long large intestine: Chlorella energy (special type of chlorella) 

Chlorenergy | Algae | NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS | Biopure.eu 

People with very severe cases of Covid always had a lack of bifidobacteria in the large intestine. 
Bifidobacteria cannot be taken orally, they must be given by enema. Open the capsules, dissolve 
in water and give as an enema. 

The place where Covid continues to survive and reproduce is the lymphatic vessels in the neck. 
Gargle with propolis tincture. 
There is a gargle mixture of cistus and propolis (KI science "ZEROVIR"), which I gargle with 
every evening. 
ZEROVIR ProBio drops or spray with cistus, liquorice, thyme, propolis, eucalyptus 50 ml pipette 
(revitalconcept.com) 

Ki RetroV Tincture | Ki Science (kiscience.com) 

Ceres Echinacea purpurea compositus drops for oral use 20 ml (apo.com) 

for prevention: 

Scutelandro from Biopure (a large part of this viral genome is HIV and must therefore be treated 
like HIV) 

Scutelandro (NoCoV) | alcoholic extracts | EXTRACTS | Biopure.eu 

KI NCV ANDROGRAPHIS+ Plus Liposomal Herbal Cocktail according to Dr Klinghardt NOCOV- 
Artemisia Protocol Filling quantity 50 ml pipette (revitalconcept.com) 

KI NCV SCUTELANDRO+ Plus Liposomal Herbal Cocktail according to Klinghardt ART-
NOCOV- Wormwood Protocol Filling quantity 50 ml pipette (revitalconcept.com)

https://www.biopure.eu/nahrungsergaenzungen/algen/chlorella/319557/chlorenergy?c=30105
https://revitalconcept.com/de/komplexmittel/187-RTMXZEVI30BIO-ZEROVIR-ProBio%23/1-fullmenge-50_ml_pipette
https://revitalconcept.com/de/komplexmittel/187-RTMXZEVI30BIO-ZEROVIR-ProBio%23/1-fullmenge-50_ml_pipette
https://revitalconcept.com/de/komplexmittel/187-RTMXZEVI30BIO-ZEROVIR-ProBio%23/1-fullmenge-50_ml_pipette
https://www.kiscience.com/product/retrov-tincture/
https://www.apo.com/ceres-echinacea-purpurea-compositus-tropfen-zum-einnehmen-20ml-pzn-13910146?utm_source=medizinfuchs&utm_medium=CPC&utm_campaign=Preisverglei
https://www.biopure.eu/extrakte/alkoholische-extrakte/319522/scutelandro-nocov
https://revitalconcept.com/de/komplexmittel/244-RTMXKIAN40-KI-NCV-ANDROGRAPHIS-PLUS%23/1-fullmenge-50_ml_pipette
https://revitalconcept.com/de/komplexmittel/244-RTMXKIAN40-KI-NCV-ANDROGRAPHIS-PLUS%23/1-fullmenge-50_ml_pipette
https://revitalconcept.com/de/komplexmittel/243-RTMXKINC40-KI-NCV-SCUTELANDRO-PLUS%23/1-fullmenge-50_ml_pipette
https://revitalconcept.com/de/komplexmittel/243-RTMXKINC40-KI-NCV-SCUTELANDRO-PLUS%23/1-fullmenge-50_ml_pipette
https://revitalconcept.com/de/komplexmittel/243-RTMXKINC40-KI-NCV-SCUTELANDRO-PLUS%23/1-fullmenge-50_ml_pipette

